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There’s been a café on the A5 site for  
nearly eight decades, and it is one of my 
favourite places to breakfast. With that 
kind of provenance, no wonder the Super 
Sausage has become the ‘Ace Café’ of 
Watling Street. And it’s only 10 minutes from 
Silverstone Circuit, so patrons are used to 
seeing some pretty exotic machinery in the 
car park.

Lexus were keen for me to give their own 
exotica – the sharp new RC 300h F-Sport 
Takumi – a spin, so it seemed natural to 
mix it with café-racer Triumphs, low-slung 
McLarens, assorted Porsche 911’s and 
Caterhams in the car park.

This new Lexus RC has been reimagined with 
a sporty but serene exterior – not dissimilar 

to the design of its delicious flagship coupé, 
the LC. Blatting around the B-roads behind 
Silverstone reveals that it actually delivers on 
the road with sure-footed agility. Suspension 
is well-damped and steering is nicely 
weighted. A 2.5 litre self-charging hybrid 
engine with automatic (e-cvt) transmission 
delivers 62mph in a warm (not hot) 8.6 
seconds with combined WLTP fuel economy 
of between 40.9 and 45mpg.

Lexus have always tended to be just a bit of 
a maverick brand, especially when it comes 
to design and styling, 
“They always do just 
what they believe is 
right, always putting 
creative excellence 
and aesthetic precision 
first,” says Simon 
Cordery, Lexus Milton 
Keynes Sales Manager.

Meanwhile, back at 
the Super Sausage 
Café, I was dismayed 
to see queues of 
hungry bikers and 
wind-swept Caterham 

drivers with perma-freeze grins 
as they snake right out the 
door. Undaunted, I was keen 

to gauge this hungry motoring mob’s opinion 
about the Lexus.

A design with an opinion
There seemed little to divide opinion about 
the Lexus’ design. “It looks pretty daring  
and provocative for a Lexus,” says a leather-
clad Norton owner, as he peers over at my 
white RC in the car park. “Quite original  
and bold. You say it’s a four-seater? Doesn’t 
look it from here.”  “Very cool aero, love 
the grille mesh and triple-stacked LED 
headlights,” says a Porsche 911 owner as 
he shuffles forward in the hungry line-up. I 
explain that this RC is the F-Sport Takumi 
model, and has L-shaped daytime running 
lights, modified rear light units, ducts on 
the corners of the rear bumper, and a wider 
stance, but his attention is momentarily 

captivated by being at the front of the 
queue. Breakfast beckons.

Best of the best
The F-Sport model rolls around on 19-inch 
wheels like the LS and LC and makes a very 
good account of itself next to Germany’s über 
brands – their C-Class Coupé or 4 Series 
staples – but with a far less predictable 
Japanese style to set you apart.

As with the exterior, there’s tweaks inside 
too. A driver-focused cockpit features a new 

A hunger 
for the best

the ranks for reliability and build quality in the 
2019 Driver Power Survey. Now that’s worth 
dining out on!
You can follow Richard on Instagram.com @
richardmarkwebb

Get in touch today to arrange your test 
drive of the Lexus RC 300h
Lexus Milton Keynes
Alston Drive
Stacey Bushes
Milton Keynes
MK13 9HA
T: 01908 448207
W: lexus.co.uk/centres/milton-keynes

analogue clock, switchable digital dials and a 
standard 10.3-inch multimedia display. A Mark 
Levinson Premium Surround Sound system 
lets your Spotify playlist come alive with 17 
speakers, and then there is the leather that is 
stitched to standards expected in a car twice 
the price; the quality everywhere is top-class.

Many of us don't set out to win awards, but 
when one does receive an award, it's an 
affirmation; it means that people appreciate 
what you do, and that motivates us to push 
a little harder. It pushed the Super Sausage 
to become the Motorcycle News ‘Golden 
Sausage’ award winner and the Lexus RC to 
win gold as the Best Sports Car and topping 

“ The Lexus RC won gold as the Best Sports 
Car, topping the ranks for reliability and build 
quality in the 2019 Driver Power Survey.”

“ Lexus have always 
tended to be just 
a bit of a maverick 
brand, especially 
when it comes to 
design and styling.”

The Super Sausage Café on the A5 in Potterspury just outside 
Towcester seemed the perfect place to show of the new Lexus RC 
300h, says Richard Webb.
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